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Abstract 

The glass fibers compared to the natural fibers of production has less environmental impacts severe. Natural fiber mainly for 

cultivation solar power Depends Also small use in fiber production and extraction amounts Fossil Fuel energy. In this paper 

study by the effect of drilling, Mechanical parts and component assembly in structures is Often in the industry Is the 

machining process is practice hemp-filled B.P. of Mechanical properties and compositions with glass fibers with properties 

Is replaced by a portion of the hemp fibers. The approximately mixed short fibers the glass fiber repaper of Mechanical 

properties of fiberglass Study by copying compounds. Are made and optimized Fiber length and wt% Are estimated. Hybrid 

fiberglass and between the adhesive of the thermal expansion coefficient of the thermal pressure generated by the difference 

Causing is imaginary temperature resin may case dependencies of the apparent shear strength. Glass fibers on tooth brushing 

sites by merging the PMMA strength of the teeth can increase that is what this study suggests. 

 

1.Introduction 
 Modern compounds of glass fiber original fiber Strengthening the ancient Phoenicians, Egyptians and Greeks glass fibers 

melt how to thin stretch the 1930s of until continuous fibers commercial-scale of manufacturing the process evolved. 

Which would later structural reinforcements have used. Owens-Illinois Glass Co employees Games Slayter, John Thomas 

and Dale Kleist are between 1933 and 1937 Patent applications filed. (Toledo, Ohio), 4 microns (over 4 million meters) 

from the production of intermittent fiberglass wool and record the major advances that changed the industry to produce 

continuous fiber optics with a diameter of thousands of feet. Ensuing improvements have made this process commercially 

viable and cost effective.  Few Studies Comparison Life Rotation Have seen the cycle evolution Fiberglass Reinforced 

(GFR) Mixed Materials and Natural Fiber Reinforced (NFR) Mixed from materials will be prepared Specific of components. 

Below in English Available of three studies Method and Findings in short we say. The NFR component, jute cultivation 

component and jute Fiber Extraction production stages are sampled. The cycle emissions of life date APME Basically with 

ABS and Epoxy for resins environment profiles [1]. There is a growing urgency to develop   products and other innovative 

technologies that rely heavily on fossil. Polyurethanes (PURs) made from petroleum-based polios and isocyanides as well 

as glass fiber reinforced polyurethane composites have achieved widespread applications in foam, coating and structural 

materials. There is a wide range of is octants and polios commercially available thus leading to almost unlimited possibilities 

for polyurethane materials formulations [2]. Reinforced Plastic Cellulosic fiber products are inexpensive, light weight, have 

advanced Mechanical properties, Health from danger get rid of Thus Structure for applications there are possibilities. Natural 

fiber reinforced polymer matrix compounds, despite the attractiveness they Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic (GFRP) Such as 

synthetic fiber with reinforced composites Compared to Low modular, Low strength and moisture Resistance by Suffers. 

Due to hydroxyl and other polar the existence of groups Elements of natural fibers [3].  Aerial in   Current study Particle-

comparable with posts Retention of groups the values are similar to the retention the same of conditions Tested Same Post 

from the system Titanium Values of posts the previous study. This result Previous in vitro Consistent with studies, this is 

significant to make a difference Does not contain in holding of fiber-reinforced adhesive logs and metal Posts. Fiber-

Reinforced Epoxy Resin Posts to retain More about Studies Different Post Designs to be compared different surface 

treatments. Furthermore, Fiber-Reinforced Epoxy Resin Posts Retention Should is comparable to that of metal posts [4]. 

Glass-Fiber-Epoxy compound of laminates Structure in unity PFCS and PZT Sensors Embedding Effects This research 

explores. Number Simulation Work is initially Local Study Carried out to do pressure / Inside Strain Fields the compound 

adjacent to the embedded sensor areas. Tensile in flight, tension-in-flight Fatigue and Short Beam Strength test sensors were 

performed to assess the strength / behavior of compounds Embedded PFCS and PZT Contains Above of work basically the 

following can make decisions. The compounds of structural in unity of embedded PZT sensors the effects in detail Study 

Done Report Have been made but in compounds Embedded Piezoelectric Fiber Mixed Sensors (PFCS) Similar studies as 

Still enough scale is not resolved [5]. The results of the mechanical test showed that the load-bearing Ability was considerable 

and of the fortified flexural Strength adhesive adhesive reinforced with short fiberglass fillers compared to conventional 

reforming composite. Clinical Research Dijken Report has shown that reconstitution with microfibers is susceptible to 

extensive wear and tear, as the length of fiber used may be less than that of critical fiber, which may be somewhat explained. 
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[6]. fiber- Glass-Reinforced Plastic Compounds (GRPs) may be required to withstand impact loading, blasting and static 

loading. Therefore, it is necessary No Conditions to determine the Distortion Reversible (elastic) Or Impossible to change 

(unstable) and mixed No of conditions under impact loading goes to its final failure. GRP is a versatile Tamil Polyester Put 

on the adhesive Woven glass many of the fibers Layers with Meaning. Because it is so Diversity, it is difficult to classify 

Dynamic loading behavior to precision that can be obtained for a homogeneous object. Local differences by shock and 

particle velocities and stress the resistivity Fiberglass and polyester in resin Differences within can lead to fluctuations in the 

measured particle velocity and pressure profiles used to measure composite lead [7]. A classical fracture mechanics increases 

with analysis interface, covering the development of the Debon Crack. The energy provided balance fiber and the interface 

to break presented here compares before and after, and is not a fracture Kinetics Analysis. However, McCartney has 

successfully a similar method Used to predict micro cracking in composite materials [8]. Cross-tile Laminate when it is there 

mechanical loading is subjected, different failure Instructions 90 Plies The cross-sectional matrix induces cracking, at 0° and 

90° plies for blazes the delamination between Elongated matrix cracks between This is 0 Place Fiber Direction Is developing 

Fiber fracture at 0 Place. In the case of non-uniform loading, the initial stage of damage is dominated by cross-sectional 

matrix cracks at 90 place matrix cracks form in the fiber direction and spread across the laminate from the free edges of the 

test sample. Study cross-sectional cracking is important because it reduces the efficient stiffness and strength of the 

laminates; As well as making it easier for moisture or other harmful liquids to enter [9]. The Effects of pressure Level and 

loading frequency in the number of cycles of failure. This is because they are interested in identifying the overall damage 

law and predicting the different types of loading contribution for universal damage to the object. In general, in Glass-fiber-

reinforced epoxy composites, higher frequencies significantly increase lifetime, but triggers an increase in sample 

temperature, which Affects the number of cycles to failure. Frequency effects and increase in induced temperature activity 

as resistance [10]. The purpose of this study is to determine first generation prostheses Survival Rates from polymer 

prefabricated fiber reinforcement and further enrichment with various light-polymerizing resins. Second generation light-

polymerizable, monomer-polymer gel-concentrated fiberglass reinforcements (ever Stick Deck, Turku, Finland) Found 3 

Years ago. With FRC prostheses multifaceted Polymer Matrix and many Pondics overtime up to 63 months (ranging from 

24 to 63 months) an average time 42 months were followed [11]. 

 

2.Effect of Drilling 
The drilling speed and feed speed of FRP composites depend on the instrument geometry and working Object parameters. 

These are in the present study having been identified as major factors affecting the damage caused by drilling. Drilling 

function and key Control variables. Drill point geometry a standard parameter [12]. Drilling for components used in FRP 

composite structures is a very important, often practical and unavoidable mechanical function. The complexity in the 

structures makes it easier for the entire generation to the assemble. The method of drilling alloys is recognized as a 

fundamentally different process homogeneous metal removal. The different the properties of fiber and matrix have a 

significant effect on the drilling process along with the fiber orientation. [13]. Concluded that non-damaging Drilling 

processes can be obtained systematically selection of drilling operations and Instrument geometry and drilling parameters. 

Drilling Tool to piece Communication and working mechanisms between. The extracted salts would be useful to describe 

history assisting design drill geometry specifically designed for the mixing machine [14]. Identify the relationship between 

the various parameters that can be controlled and the important parameters that affect the quality of drilling. Furthermore, it 

is necessary to improve the cutting parameters to achieve extended tool life and better productivity, they are affected by 

thrust and torque cutting. Ideal compound to obtain low torque when drilling within the selected test range [15]. 

 

3.Mechanical Properties 
The structure under study appears to be the most important contribution to Grafting and, therefore interface strength of the 

interval penetration work adhesion mechanism. Breakage area as the single-fiber tests show, the interface strength is 

proportional. Therefore, one can conclude that the contact between the long fibers in a compound is not an important factor 

for the interface strength [16]. The impact strength of the compounds Increases of layers Number and amount of fiber area. 

By attaching the Fabric, shows a curve of G0 enhanced rubber plateau, which indicates that the integration of the fabric 

stimulates the strengthening effects on the Polyester matrix. The presence of a The storage is modular detected superior to 

Compounds with four layers of fabric. Total mixed models [17]. The purpose of this study is to compare strength the 

recovered maxillary central incisions with the cast posts with Recovered with Glass fiber-reinforced composite adhesive 

evaluating the binding strength of posts and posts with the Dentin. According to the failure criteria, the object the Values of 

equivalent stresses fail when the tensile strength is exceeded object [18]. The tensile strength of carbon fiber is reduced by 

two factors because catalyst particles are introduced into the outer layers of the fibers. The Local interface adhesion strength 

has also been Upgraded to CNT modified E-Glass / PP systems [19]. Rigid methods sacrifice price and modulus-like 

properties in the aircraft to improve fracture rigidity because the added rigid component generally has a Modular and Much 

less than the basic resin reduces the strength of the team. Fiber-matrix interface compound is still the weak point to be dealt 

with in preventing delimitation even after salivation measurement treatment [20]. The strength of the cut bond between the 

Finally Polymerization and aging glass fiber is a composite Mixed substrate, and After a new adhesive (Mixed or mixed 

with IMR) substrate has been stored dry storage or Water, and after the final test sample is dry stored or thermo cycled, the 

adhesive joint ages between the substrate and the new compound of the final test sample. When the FRC structure is prepared 

in the dental laboratory, it is dried or stored in water. To the best of our knowledge, no information is available on Influence 

of dry storage or water storage the bond strength between the finally polymerized FRC substrate and the new one adhesive 
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[21]. The purpose of the present study is to determine the cross-sectional strength of acrylic glass-fiber composites with high 

concentrations of Continuous glass fibers. In addition, anti-fatigue a non-complete and continuous glass fiber-reinforced 

model as a complete multilayer was compared using the standard deflection fatigue test [22]. The water absorption of the 

polymer matrix varies considerably; it can also affect FRC after immersion Strength. The purpose of this study Is to 

determine the effect of water suction on the flexibility properties of triglyceride polymers and FRCs with continuous single 

direction glass fibers. Mechanical properties and fiber-block fraction. A linear dependence was found between the flexibility 

strength of the dry samples and the flexibility modulus of the dry and water stored samples and the linear dependence between 

the flexibility strength with the water stored samples [23]. The most important chemical factors that can affect the latter 

strength are related to the bonding process between the fibers and the bond The mechanical properties and performance of 

the composite resins were greatly improved after the bonding between the mineral filler and the organic matrix was 

improved. Fiber reinforced epoxy based logs are very similar to composite resins in one respect: the silane layer is used for 

mineral fillers to provide better chemical bonding to the organic matrix [24]. The cross-sectional load load experienced by 

the laminate compound exceeds the inter-laminar shear strength (ILSS), resulting in a removal failure between the fiber-

reinforcing layers. To directly measure the ILSS of a composite, a pattern of pure shear pressure must be created between 

the laminates to induce a laminar cut failure. No normal loads were introduced vertically into the fiber layer scan alters the 

failure process, making it impossible to determine the exact value for ILSS [25]. This study was inspired by previous 

investigations, which have the potential to gain strength the fiber raving was acrylic resin material established. The presence 

of vacuum gaps of fiber rowing within the test samples and the attempt to determine if their cause is the starting point of this 

series of studies. The acrylic resin-glass fiber composite has no vacuum slots, but although it appears to be identical the test 

specimens are not further reinforced. It was intended to mark the replacement of the MMA liquid used for wetting before 

adding fiber rowing for acrylic resin. None of the methods used in previous studies have yielded the best results in resisting 

fracture in an attempt to improve the conversion of monomer [26]. The addition to fiberglass Reinforcement is known to 

improve rigidity, polymeric materials strength and high temperature performance the resulting mechanical properties 

fiberglass reinforced composite material largely Fiber-matrix of the interface Depending on the character. A strong interface 

usually leads to better Mixed properties and many more useful interface bonding agents capable of creating a for a single 

component Strong Interface Identification Found polymeric metrics. Interface chemistry for multi-component polymeric 

metrics received significantly less attention [27]. Immersion in Effects in filtered two temperatures, water Mechanical 

properties fiber wound glass fibers, reinforced epoxy composite pipe. The use of filtered water of moisture Aggression Form 

due to the absence of contaminants and ions, simulates the worst case water of damage scenario However Buried Pipes and 

Ground Storage Ships in the case Concentration slope will Be less steep, therefore, damage caused by moisture absorption 

will be gradual because the filtered water promotes continued Spread at a high rate. Similarly, the floor can withstand 

seasonal variations in outdoor temperatures to some extent, and the system will experience temperature range for many years 

and in different places [28]. The mechanical properties of unilateral The FRC follow the ratio law the size of the fibers to 

the size the polymer matrix. However, mechanical behavior is a lack of information about FRCs at higher fiber densities 

than those currently Used in FRCs. Increasing fiber-density study to evaluate the effect Designed certain mechanical 

properties at higher levels [29]. Mechanical and degradative properties and cytocompatibility of a fully degraded iron 

phosphate-fiber fiber PLA composite Have been conducted. The properties of the reinforcing fibers have been obtained and 

mechanical properties Retention over time has been evaluated. The single fiber and tensile strength rowing was also shown 

to increase and revealed Very uniform strength distribution compared to Coating clean epoxy [30]. The mechanical 

properties were increased by the hybrid. The Properties are constantly increasing due to additions of fiberglass. Dermatology 

and studies are carried out scattered type hybrids. Mechanical properties of fiber skin core construction superior to those of 

scattered fiber construction [31]. Thermal conductivity, diffusion and specific heat of polyester / natural fibers (banana / 

sisal) compounds of filler concentration Function and many Fiber surface treatments. Guhua et al. Studied Nano-mechanical 

Hardness, modulus and creep Included human hair properties using Nano-injection technology. Geethamma and al. natural 

rubber and mechanical Behavior and Its study composite siren forced with short coir fibers [32]. Literary discussion has 

been presented on the effect of adding polymeric or mechanical properties Nano clay Fillers especially epoxy resin systems. 

Following effects of adding   Regarding Specific conducted a limited number of studies of the results Nano clades to Epoxy 

- long continuous fiber compound laminated Ingredients. Polymer-fiber compounds consist of three primary components; 

Fibers usually on the mix Imposed burden carry on. Matrix for bulk supply and transfer of loads Fibers, and fiber / fabric-

matrix between interfaces. That should be enough interface loads without for Strength to cross the interface triggering cracks 

and delimitation [33]. The Compounds intended for key Current application areas, Interior for example car panels, have high 

need to flexibility, modulus and unspecified impact strength.  The Traction and flexibility strength Properties of compounds 

discussed above were defined by the significant fiber fracture Occurs due to high cut created during K-mixing. Furthermore, 

our previous studies have shown that hemp and Kraft paper can provide better mechanical properties [34]. 

  

4.Glass Fiber Repaper Composites 
The properties of plant and glass fibers, we are the highest Can be confirmed efficiency of the former in terms of density, 

good mechanical properties and help to create compounds with low weight (up to 15% reduction). Notably, Curia (Amanas 

erectifolius LP Smith) is one of the most important of these plant fibers, suitable for polymer reinforcement [35]. The use of 

thermoplastic composites has greatly increased in the last decades in various industries: aerospace, automotive. This type of 

composite, in contrast to thermoses systems, offers the advantage of recyclability and process ability (e.g. high-speed 

production through injection molding). Poly (phenytoin gene sulfide) (PPS) is one of these high temperature, semi-crystalline 
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thermoplastic polymers that fiber-reinforced in matrix material Can be used compounds. The size of the diatom and the 

crystal morphology of the PPS, like other semi-crystalline polymers [36]. The range of fiber reinforced composite laminates 

mixed framework Substantially Can is weakened especially when impacted. Which three different fracture there are methods 

the start mode (mode-1), sliding cutting mode (mode-II), and scissor cutting mode (mode-3). Various to increase resistance 

Attitudes Have been used to delimitation [37]. Glass fiber reinforced polypropylene polymers and copolymers highly 

Impressive Strength-Weight Rates and ability to absorb impact energy. They are increasingly working in Vehicle and Energy 

applications. Offering thermoplastic matrix compounds a number of thermosetting polymer matrix Advantages compared 

compounds in an injection molding process Such as low cost, quick production and efficiency of complex geometry [38]. 

Over the past for two decades, Sisal, hemp, coin, flax, flax, hemp, pineapple and banana Fiber Extraction Such as natural 

fibers Dramatic in use has been an increase extract to produce A new eco-friendly and biodegradable compound (some of 

these compounds are called "green compounds"). In natural fibers recent studies compounds provide significant support for 

global sustainability with significant improvements in materials from renewable sources. These natural fiber compounds 

have high / moderate strength and are thermally stable when recycled, but pure biodegradable in the use of polymers 

Problems within Their low strength and change temperature. The Physics of sisal showing properties hemp fibers [39]. Metal 

and FRC posts Equivalent stresses there were many times less than of those items tensile strength. Under physical loads, the 

cement posts in the cuts are not damaged, whether made of Metal or fiber-reinforced made of compound adhesive. The high 

elastic modulus a metal using the center lower stresses Yielding on the ceramic crown, lust Cement and under the crown 

Compared to cement-dentin Binding interface to a composite adhesive core. Porcelain metal posts and cores Supported 

Crowns Very resistant to failure and more than the mixture Integrity Reveal adhesive posts and cores. [40] The use of 

thermoplastic compounds in various industries has greatly increased over the past decades: Aerospace, Electronics, and 

Automotive. This type of hybrid, in contrast to thermo set systems, offers Advantage of recycling and process efficiency 

(e.g. high-speed production by injection drug design). Poly (phenytoin gene sulfide) (PPS) is one of these high-temperature, 

semi-crystalline thermoplastic polymers that can be used as a matrix material for fiber-reinforced. Crystal Lindy and degree 

of crystal the morphology of PBS, like other semi-crystalline polymers, manages the final properties, but depends on 

Processing conditions [41]. Textile composites of analytical samples Growth Past Received considerable attention. In the 

early eighties, a ‘mosaic model’ was developed for the re-analysis of Ishikawa and Chou Woven compounds. Mosaic method 

can be used make the texture of a textile composition uniform and the same Parameters to specify can be used the lamina of 

a textile composition. Ishikawa and Shaw introduced the "Fiber Andulation Model" model. Then, re-predict many Kinetics 

Based models the elastic hardness woven and braided textile composites Properties presented [42]. Mixed elastic constants 

can be calculated based on Monte Carlo perceptions over a period of time with unit cells with random scattering of 100 time-

overlapping bars. Section 3. See also given Mixed elastic constants to calculate perception, we used six tie rental strains, 

reducing Depending on the nodal displacements Total elastic strain energy, And, in Minima the pressures, Mixed elastic 

constants. Intervals of approximately 6.105 tetrahedral were used in the calculations [43]. The FPD is bonded with surface-

retained Binding Wings with abutments. Any old starters in the upholstery are removed, where the mining pits are used as a 

binding for FPD surface big old Restorations removed and replaced with new composite fillers, to be continued Absolute 

crown products for FPD retention. The pits were secured with civet temporary filler material (SB) for the duration of the 

laboratory procedure [44]. 

 

5.Hybrid Glass Fiber 
The Fiber Orientation and Stacking Sequence Design Variables Provides Insights about important mechanical properties of 

the drive shaft and their effects on Fatigue resistance. The model of hybrid layers was created by combining glass-epoxy and 

carbon-epoxy. Failure dominates paying buckling methods, does not consistently increase a value by increasing the torque 

angle. Poor stacking sequence, stem loses 46.07% of its bucking Excellent stacking in order and reach it compared to Strength 

On the other hand, the stacking order of the drive shaft Explicit in fatigue resistance has the effect [45]. His Short bamboo 

and glass fibers composites and hybrids Behavior considering of fiber content, fiber length and bonding agent. The hybrid 

approach to blending high durability under the polypropylene (PP) matrix hydro-thermal aging and traction-traction rotation 

has been studied, and bamboo fiberglass is an excellent natural fiber composite Way to improve life in the aging environment 

[46]. The hybrid fiber composite material scan creates a mixture the same matrix More than one type of fiber. Although in 

principle many fibers can be combined in a hybrid system, two types of fibers Admission is high most beneficial with 

hybridization, performance properties and the price of compounds can be achieved, which is not achieved with one type of 

reinforcement [47]. Natural fibers cannot replace their wide range of synthetic fibers. Such as such as synthetic fiber 

compounds Compared Fiberglass Compounds, natural fiber compounds are less modulus, lower strength and moisture 

resistant. Hence the natural fiber compounds are mainly controlled to mattress applications instead of Structural engineering 

applications. Natural fiber composites, Deal with weaknesses, Hybrids can be made by combining natural fiber and glass 

fibers into a single matrix that makes full use of the Excellent properties of the modules, thus obtaining an optimal, High but 

economical composite [48]. Hybrid fiber can be composite materials contain a mixture of more than one type of fiber in the 

same matrix. Although in principle many fibers can be combined into one hybrid system, the combination of the two types 

of fibers is the most beneficial. By with hybridization, a balance can be reached between the performance characteristics and 

the price of the composite, which is not obtained with one type of reinforcement. In other words, Kalappiṉattiṉ mūlam, 

ceyaltiṟaṉ, Reinforcements Careful Selecting Makes it possible by engineering the material to suit a variety of Economic 

benefits with Practical requirements. A hybrid the drive shaft is done using numerical simulation Lucas version commercial 

soft devices. The stem is assumed to be equilibrium but Stress-strain relationship Linear and elastic [49]. Method followed 
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to create satisfactory sample starts with element selection. Three directional thickness Shell element (QTS8) selected in this 

study. Boundary level defined and local the cylinder coordinates directions were used in the model. In order to evaluate the 

important performance characteristics and the different effects of stacking layers on fatigue resistance, the Eugene value 

analysis defined the bucking torque in the form of linear bucking analysis. Model analysis, global displacement with 

dominant structures Is a technique used. The aggressive energy absorption properties of glass-reinforced hybrid composite 

materials were explored in terms of the volume of failed materials embedded by the tool syrphic attack test to improve the 

energy absorption of the composite structures. Furthermore, short beam cutting experiments were carried out to examine the 

relationship between laminar shear properties and impact absorption properties in different materials. [50]. 

 

6.Conclusion 
Two types of fiber: insoluble and soluble.  Oats, beans and other legumes and some fruits and vegetables soluble fiber Found. 

Soluble fiber reduces the amount of fat. The soluble Whole grains, fruits and vegetables, found fiber, kidney beans and bran 

Acts like a broom and cleanses your digestion. Drilling rotating cutting tool using solids for cutting holes Is the process. 

Indentation hole is the starting point for drilling. The Drilling is process slows down, in which a hole Cut or enlarge the hole 

A drill bit is used object. Drilling is a cut the process, this is a chopping block A drill bit Uses a circular cross-section solid 

materials Hole. Drill bit in general is a rotary cutting tool, often with multiple points. The bit process of work against 

hundreds to thousands of spin revolutions per minute. Bioactive glass is a group of surface reaction glass-ceramic 

biomaterials and includes the original bioactive glass, bio glass. The vitality and vitality of these glasses led to a detailed 

study of their use Sick or damaged bones Repair and replace the human body as implant devices.  Strengths are tasks or 

actions that you can do better. This includes knowledge, scholarship, skills and abilities. People use their attributes and skills 

to complete work, to interact with others, and to achieve goals. Also, a good application is built based on key strengths and 

abilities. Mechanical properties are the physical properties that an object exhibits over the forces of application. Mechanical 

properties of Examples Modulus of elasticity, Limit tensile strength, stretching, stiffness and fatigue. The most important 

mechanical properties of fibers are: Young's modulus in the direction of the fiber axis, strength, creep and the specific values 

associated with it; Properties divided by fiber density.  Compounds are mixtures of components. In our industry, compounds 

are products made by combining two or more natural or synthetic components (with different physical or chemical 

properties) that make a team stronger than individual players. The spring of two animals or different species, species, species 

or plants in general is produced by human manipulation, especially for specific genetic traits. Unlike cultures, traditions, 

etc., a person or group of persons formed by the interaction or cross-breeding of two. Hybrid is the cross between two 

separate species, plants or cultures. A hybrid is a mixture; a hybrid is simply a mixture. Mixing A new culture or historical 

Not an event. The word hybrid has been 17th century the beginning in use in English became a 19th century popular currency 
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